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N the aftermath of Raffle Prize’s fantastic win in the
Queen Mary Stakes at Royal Ascot, and in the course of
being interviewed by Oli Bell for ITV Racing, Mark

inadvertently sparked some controversy by suggesting that
Frankie Dettori may now have replaced the legendary Lester
Piggott in the racing public’s estimation of “the greatest-ever
jockey”.

To put the claim into a wider context, Mark explained that
he was referring to Oli’s own reference to Lester as “the
greatest jockey” when introducing Frankie  at a Royal Ascot
preview event, and so his train of thought had been sparked
by Bell’s own remarks, rather than any desire to play down
Piggott’s achievements.

So how do you compare two legends o#f different eras? It
is, surely, an unenviable task. Look at football – how would
you compare Pele, Maradona or Cruyff with Messi or
Ronaldo? Or, more to the point, with Stanley Matthews,
Ferenc Puskas or Alfredo di Stefano?

Both Piggott and Dettori are, without question, masters of
their craft. Piggott’s records speak for themselves – 4,493
winners, nine Derby wins and eight St Leger successes, are
just some of the numbers that suggest that Piggott was in a
league of his own. The “Long Fellow” was reckoned to have
maintained a weight 30lb below his natural bodyweight
throughout a lengthy, and often controversial, career.

For all Frankie’s achievements, he cannot boast a record
like Lester’s – two Derby wins and five Legers can’t compare
with his predecessor, and his three champion jockey crowns
pale into insignificance set against Piggott’s 11 titles.

But whereas Piggott often was perceived as having
something of a dark side to his personality (the ruthless streak,
the tax evasion, the constant accusations of “jocking off”),
Dettori is, by contrast, all sweetness and light – the
advertising campaigns, the flying dismounts, the pizzas, the
Question of Sport residency. He is a darling of the media, and
racing is the richer for his attitude to the sport.  It was a huge
blessing for Mark that Frankie was on board when Poet’s
Society won at York (thanks in no small part to an exceptional
ride) to break Richard Hannon’s record as winningmost
trainer.

So who do you think was Britain’s greatest jockey? At the
Klarion, we would love to know. Is it the legendary Lester,
bottom in the air and whip to the fore, or the hero of the
legendary through-the-Ascot-card “Magnificent 7”? Or is it
someone else entirely? After all, in 1999 readers of the Racing
Post plumped for Gordon Richards over Piggott.

Please write to us with your views. The email address is
klarion@johnston.racing, or post to Kingsley Klarion, Park
Farm, Middleham, DL8 4QZ. We’ll try to persuade Mark to
award a prize to the writer of the best letter/email.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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F I could change one thing about the way racing is
reported in the media, it would be to alter the focus from
prediction to reportage. There are no shortage of column

inches before a big race seeking to give hints, opinions and
tips as to which horse is going to win. If done well, this
creates an interest in the reader, even if not wagering in the
race, to see how the contest pans out. Will horse A be able to
concede weight to its rivals? Will horse B come on for its
recent debut run, and can horse C be galvanised by an in-form
confident jockey?
Did connections pay too much for horse D at the breeze-up
sales, and can the first-crop sire of horse E make a mark with
this, his first runner in Listed company? For racing anoraks
like me, these are all fascinating questions. I’d love to read an

analysis of a race the following day which would address all
these issues.
Sadly, the racing press in Britain does not see it my way. It is
a rare story indeed which mentions any runner other than the
winner, and if a second runner is mentioned, it is usually
because the horse in question will have been the subject of a
gamble.
In recent weeks, the Racing Post has reduced its coverage of
yesterday’s racing. They have condensed individual articles
from a number of tracks into a single column entitled
“Yesterday At The Races”. I won’t bore you with examples of
how boring this column can be. Take it from me, however; as
developments in the quality of a newspaper can be classified,
this goes in the R drawer: R for “retrograde”.
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HE same edition of the Post advised me that “cuts in
Levy Board funding for prize-money this year
amounting to£3.4 million have been agreed.”

Agreed? By whom? So far as I could see, the report did not
actually say with whom these “cuts” have been negotiated, far

less agreed. I presume that the government crackdown on
FOBTs may have affected media rights income as a result of
shop closures, but will racecourses now waive their non-
disclosure agreements to give us chapter and verse on the
figures? Somehow I doubt it. Boycotts, anyone?
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HAD  to smile when reading Peter Scargill’s piece in
the Racing Post on June 27, reporting that
Championship Horse Racing has been forced to

postpone plans to launch their “ambitious team racing
competition” this summer. No surprise there, but my little

brain was struggling to process Peter’s final paragraph. “The
BHA has yet to receive any formal approach from CHR,” he
wrote, “but has been in discussions with the group over its
future plans.” I’ve heard of “talks about talks”, but this seems
to have taken things to a further, almost illusory, level . . .
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